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Abstract;

For an experiment on neutron decay, a tangential reactor beam

tube with low electric and magnetic fields inside is necessary.

In designing reactor beam tubes containing a magnetic shielding

system, many problems caused by the presence of the reactor

radiation and the small cross section of the beam tube have to

be solved.

Effects of the influence of the reactor radiation were reported

at the Oxford Conference and yield a finite life time of the

shielding.

In the meantime, the beam tube was designed and is now under tost.

The shielding consists of about 60 parts, mainly tubes uiith

constant diameter, made from soft magnetic material of high

permeability.

The small cross section of the beam tube, requirements of ultra

high vacuum and special surface requiro-*-:f.to, yielded a number

of technological problems, for example the coupling of a double

layer shield from air into ultra high vacuum.

Experiments concerning the configuration of the internal magnetic

field at critical points and also the improvement of the shielding

factor when using a-c-demagnetization are described.



I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments with low energy electron and ion beams often are

affected by the earth magnetic field, or fields originating from

electromagnetic components situated near* the experimental setup.

Normally, it is not difficult to shield an experiment against such

magnetic fields by compensation coils as of the Helmholtz type.

Wore frequently, a single or multiple layer of soft magnetic

material is used. This shielding technique is normally used for

technical applications (cathode ray tubes, secondary electron

multipliers), but is also helpful for laboratory uses. In special

cases, also superconducting material may be taken into account for

magnetic shielding purposes.

A large magnetic shielding system is necessary for the Neutron

Decay Experiment, prepared at the Reactor Center Seibersdorf. In

this experiment| a vary accurate determination of the coupling

constants in the beta decay of the free neutron is planned by a

careful investigation of the energy distribution of the recoil
1 2 3)

protons ' ' . Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup. The central part

of an evacuated tangential beam tube, situated adjacent to the core

of the ASTRA reactor, will be exposed to a high thermal neutron flux

and mill act as a source of decay protons. These protons will be

analysed using a small solid angle, by an energy spectrometer,

situated outside the biological shield. This spectrometer unit con-

sists of an electrostatic spherical condenser for the energy selectioi

and a subsequent detector of the ion electron converter type.
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The decay protons have energies between 0 and 751 el/. The flight

path of the protons, from the source volume at the reactor core

to the spectrometer unit, is about 5 metres. Therefore, only a

small magnetic field is tolerable inside the beam tube and the
4)spectrometer. A first rough estimate yielded an upper limit of

0.6 mOe for transverse magnetic fields. On the other hand, longi-

tudinal fields are of no influence on the proton trajectories.

The magnetic field in the unshielded beam tube was measured to

about 300 to 400 mOa and shows local distortions due to the iron

reinforcement inside the concrete shield. On this basis, a double

layer soft magnetic shielding system was designed and preliminary

tests have been started.

One main program was the investigation of the effects of the reactor

radiation on the magnetic properties of sof.t magnetic material .

It was found that a double layer of Dflu metal will yield sufficiently

low internal fields even with the smaJ.1 thickness required for

high neutron transmission.

Critical points, i,e. points of highly distorted magnetic field,

deviating from the ideal values, have to be expected at both ends

of the shielding (detector and reference proton source), see also ,

Further at every point, where edges or changes of shielding diameter

are acting. ExDeriments in the electrolytical trough showed that

even in tubes of constant diameter local deviations of the permeabi-

lity from the mean value will give a distinct deterioration of the

internal field. This fact is very important for the region near the

reactor core, where the permeability will be reduced gradually by

the irradiation. Recently, a more detailed calculation, taking

into account also the radial magnetic fields, yielded a maximum

tolerable value of 5.8 mOe for the transverse magnetic field and

160 mOe for the longitudinal field inside the beam tube. This
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calculation was carried out using the expected source strength

distribution based on neutron density measurements in the beam tube.

II. THE MAGNETIC SHIELDING SYSTEM

The volume which has to be shielded, i.e., the space around the

proton trajectories, is situated inside a very complex ultra high

vacuum system of about 10 metres length, containing various components,

such as

shielding against reactor radiation (lead etc.),

electrostatic deflection systems and lenses,

mechanically driven proton beam shutter,

vacuum pumps, gauges, bakeout units, etc.

Therefore, the magnetic shield should be situated inside the vacuum

system and, wherevsr possible, be the inmost layer of matter immediate-

ly around the space required for the proton trajectories. On the

other hand, the electrostatic equipment must bs situated inside the

shielding.

In the beam tube, the large amount of shielding material required

would give a very large surface exposed in the vacuum system» Further,

as part of this shielding would be heatsd by gamma radiation, the

outgassi.ng rate would be several orders too high. Therefore most of

the beam tube shielding must be situated outside the vacuum system,

although the space available outside the vacuum tube is very small.

Fig. 2 gives a schematic view of the magnetic shielding system at

the beam tube end and at the spectrometer unit. The shield covers

the spherically shaped electrodes of the energy analyser and is ex-

tended into the detector unit. Here, outside the beam tube, a high
-9

pumping speed (#1000 1/sec) is available and a vacuum of 1x10 Torr

can be attained easily. The beam tube shielding is situated out-

side the vacuum system. Therefore the shielding has to cross the

wall of the vacuum system. This is done by individual overlapping
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parte for both shielding layers. Fig. 2 shou/s these overlapping

parts on the spectrometer side« Similar overlapping parts are situated

at the other end of the beam tube at the reference proton source.

Fig. 3 shows one, of these overlapping regions in detail. The

radial distance of the overlapping parts (4 to 5 mm) is given by

the u/all thickness of the aluminum vacuum tube» The magnetic

resistance of the space between these overlapping parts, given by

R

is much smaller than the resistance of a shielding tube of the

same length 1

with

D .... space between overlapping parts

1 ..«• overlapping length (300 mm)

U .... circumference of vacuum tube

d .... thickness of shielding material (1.6 mm)

μ
1
 * «• permeability of aluminum and Iflu metal respct»

The shielding consists of single sections whose size is limited

by the manufacturer's ovens and also by the distortions due to

heat treatment. It consists of many overlapping tubes or boxes

which are connected together by overlapping joints, welded onto

one part.

The shielding of the spherical condenser consists of 8 parts, mainly

box shaped. The photographic view in Fig. 4 shows the entire shield,

with two parts demounted, including the framework, which was used

to hold the magnetic probe in exact position during field measure-

ment.

The beam tube shielding consists of about 60 parts of mainly tube

shaped single sections« Fig. 5 gives a cross section showing the

individual overlapping joints. The entire shield is here situated
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between the vacuum tube and the outer tube, neceesary for the

water circulating system. This circulating line acts as beam tube

cooling system and, occasionally, for heating the beam tube

during the bakeout procedure»

Fig. 6 shows the beam tube shielding during the mounting procedure»

One can further see a part of a lead absorber situated between the

shielding layers and also the "neutrocoax" neutron flux probes.

III. SHIELDING PROPERTIES

the shielding factor of a double layer soft magnetic shield for

transverse fields is given by

H. 16 K
1

H .... external fielda
H. •••« internal field

r.,r.«« inner, resp. outer radius of outer shielding layer

• r2 $ r4 #* inner, resp. outer radius of inner shielding layer.

x)•We selected the well-known Mu metal as shielding material , see
5)also . Extended pieces of Rlu metal can be manufactured with a

permeability up to 30,000* In our case, mechanical misshandling

cannot be fully excluded during the mounting process and the

subsequent tests of the entire system« (lie therefore expected permea-

bility values of about 10,000 for our shielding. This value would

give an internal transverse field of 1.5 rnOo for the spherical

condenser and 0.05 mOe in the beam tube, assuming an external

field of 400 mOe.

2
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' shielding manufactured by magnetic and Electrical Alloys Ltd«,

Burnbank, Hamilton, Lanarkshire, U.K.
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It is expected that a-c-demagnetization will be helpful to

rehabilitate the shielding after an occasional damage, u/hich

may occur during the reactor experiment, and thus the beam tube

will be applicable for more than one year, which is the expected

duration of the neutron decay experiment«.

The author is indebted to Dr. A. Wager, Vacuumschmelze Hanau,

Germany and Dipl.-Ing. E. Kerschbaum for msny helpful contri-

butions in the designing phase, and Dipl.-Ing. E. Schindler

and Ing© Hi. Oberhofer for the design and construction of the

beam tube«
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Experimental setup for the investigation of neutron

decay "'

Fig. 2 Double layer magnetic shielding system for neutron

decay experiment

Fig* 3 Overlapping regions for the coupling of the magnetic

shielding system through the vacuum tube

Fig« 4 magnetic shielding system of the spherical condenser

spectrometer

Fig« 5 Cross section of the beam tube shielding showing the

overlapping joints

Fig« 6 magnetic shielding system of the beam tube during

mounting procedure. Between the outer and inner layer

a lead absorber and the "neutrocoax" flux probes can

be seen partially.
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